
RADIATION EXPOSURE LIMITS

2.0 CFR Part 20, "Occupational Exposure Limits"

1,250 mR/Qtr. whole body

5x(N-18) Rem whole body accumulated lifetime dose

With regard to inhalation, limits are placed on radiological
conditions such that employee dose due to inhalation is less than
that which would occur if the worker were to breath, for a
specified period of time, limiting concentrations of radioactive
material, specified by isotope in tabular form in 10 CFR Part 20.

Dose guidelines for unrestricted areas (Part 20):

< .5 Rem/yr whole body
< 2 mR/hr whole body
< lOOmR/7 days whole body

10 CFR Part 50. APRendix I, I"ALARA Design Objectives for Exposures
to Individuals in Unrestricted Areas Due to Radioactive Effluents
From Nuclear Power Plants"

Liquid effluents, all pathways - < 3mR/yr whole body

Gaseous effluents, all pathways
- < lomrad/yr gamma )

) Provided < 5mR/yr whole body, < 15mR skin
- < 2Omrad/yr beta I

Iodine and Particulates, all pathways - < 15mR/yr to any organ

40 CFR 190 "Environmental Standards for the Uranium Fuel Cycle"

Annual Dose Equivalent < 25 mR whole body
< 75 mR Thyroid
< 25 mR any other organ

Total Material Entering the Environment From the Whole Uranium Fuel
Cycle < 50,000 Curies Krypton-85/GW-Y

< 5 millicuries Iodine-129/GW-Y
<.5 millicuries Plutonium-239 and other alpha-emitting

transuranic radionuclides with halflives greater
than 1 year/GW-Y
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September 19, 1989

NOTE TO: Jim

FROM: Janet

SUBJECT: Theoretical Dose Limits Consistent with the Commission's
Safety Goal Policy Statement

The second quantitative objective of the Commission's Safety Goal
Policy states that the risk to the population in the area near a
nuclear power plant of cancer fatalities that might result from
nuclear power plant operation should not exceed 0.1% of the sum
of cancer fatality risks resulting from all other causes.

U.S. cancer fatality rate approximately 460,000/yr

Population of U.S. approximately 240,000,000

Individual cancer fatality risk can therefore be estimated to be
2 x 103

0.l Iof 2 x 10-3 is 2 x 106 /yr

Dividing this number by some coefficient of cancer risk per rem
will yield a corresponding annual dose in rem .

Using 5 x 10-4 fatal cancers per rem yields an annual dose of 4 mrem
whereas 2 x 104 corresponds to an annual dose of 10 mrem. In order
to arrive at an annual dose of 20 mrem one would need to assume a
risk coefficient of 1 x 10-4 fatal cancers per rem.

You should understand that all of these coefficients have an
extraordinarily high degree of associated uncertainty. These
coefficients actually represent a best attempt to reduce to a
single number all of the known dose response data for the entire
range of observed radiation-induced cancers (leukemia, solid
tumors, etc.)--data which has been collected for vastly higher
doses and dose rates.



EPA CAA STANDARD:

Option A: 10 mrem/yr. dose limit

Option B: 10 mrem/yr. dose limit
Target: Seeks to limit

incidence in the
no more than one

fatal cancer
population to
a year

Option C:
andt> Lf_

3 mrem/yr. dose limit
Target: Seeks to limit maximum

individual risk of fatal cancer
over a presumed 70-year lifetime
to no more than one chance in
10,000.

Option C/D: 0.3 mrem/yr dose limit
(not proposed) Result: Would result in a reduction in

the incidence of fatal cancers
of 0.06 a year below the
calculated incidence of .13
fatalities under current
regulations

Option D:
p-

L c4&%we

0.03 mrem/yr.
Target:

dose limit
Seeks to ensure a lifetime fatal
cancer risk to an individual of
one chance in a million

CURRENT NRC LICENSEES (EPA Figures):

Maximum Individual Lifetime Risk = 1.6/10,000
Incidence w/n 80 km (death/yr) = 0.13 deaths/yr.

40 CFR 190:

25 mrem/yr - whole body
75 mrem/yr - any organ

I 0o0 i

Maximum individual lifetime risk of cancer = 7 in 10,000
(EPA figure)
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Source
CateO1ry

High-eveI Nudezr
Wiste Oisposal

Current

Ru nles

Case-by-Case
Ayrosch A

No nule

Incidence Lrimit
Appresch B

No rule

1iX U4 IR

Apyroatch C

No rul.

1 X 10- UIR
Approach 0

No rule

Elemenct! Phosphorus
pianos

21 M3Y Fo-210 10 Clty PO-210 10 Crty Po.210 0 CltY Po-210 0.06 C"t Pp.210

Nudaar Power Pea~zn

and Suppont FadIttles

Coal4md Boilers

IC msumt

No ruleNo nrle

DOE Foollges

NRC Llnsees

D02 Radon

Fhshogysum
Piles (Slacks)

Surfae Uranim LUnes

Urariu~m A~U Waiigs

Uranium LMI Taings

(Oparalans)

25 m"wv

25 mrunv

No rule

No Mile

No rule

20p=im2 ,
radon

PhasedAont-
lhoua
disposal after
6 yearn

10 rmty

10 mrmny

radonl

20 Pacftn2.
radon

No nile

radon

Phasedftnt-
knou
dispousa aft"
2 yearn

to rnuemy

Noniule

10 fn"ei

moon

radon

No gule

madon

Phasodkont-

dispoual aft~r
2 yearx

3 neremty

S ,naMtY

2 Poli 2 4
radon

2pct.
radon

No nile

2 pCI~i2 4
fadon

Phasedjcont.
imus
disposal
ktnmedatety

3MwMtY

No MISe

ornmrm~q

USPS SIL

0.3 mrnvy

0m .0mnusy

0.02 P~m2s

Udon
0.02 PC~hn2,
radon

20.02 PC'.Tn -1

madon

Opmrnons

Urnermund Uranium Bulkheads 1.500 M~y madon
grOundi level

or
5.000 M~y radon
30m sutau*

grourd level
or

30m gtack

1.500 City radon
I

5.000 CW radon

500 City rawn

Summary of Risk Levels for EPA options:
(Risk Coefficient = 4.8E-4 (est.))

B: Seeks to limit fatal cancer incidence in the population to no
more than one per year.

C: Seeks to limit MIR of fatal cancer over a presumed 70-year
lifetime to no more than 1E-4.

D: Seeks to limit MIR of fatal cancer over a presumed 70-year
lifetime to no more than 1E-6.

NRC BRC Policy:
(assuming 70-year lifetime)

Risk Coefficient = 5E-4 (500/m.) 3.5E-4 (350/m.)
(fatal cancers/rad)

7E-5 (70/m.)

1 MREM
1 0 MREM

4E-5
4E-4

2E-5 (20/m.)
2E-4 (200/m.)

* 5E-6 (5/m.)
5E-5 (50/m.)
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EPA CAA STANDARD:

Option A:

Option B:

Option C:

10 mrem/yr. dose limit

10 mrem/yr. dose limit
Target: Seeks to limit fatal cancer

incidence in the population to
no more than one a year

3 mrem/yr. dose limit
Target: Seeks to limit maximum

individual risk of fatal cancer
over a presumed 70-year lifetime
to no more than one chance in
10,000.

Option C/D: 0.3 mrem/yr dose limit
(not proposed) Result: Would result in a reduction in

the incidence of fatal cancers
of 0.06 a year below the
calculated incidence of .13
fatalities under current
regulations

option D:

ID-4

0.03 mrem/yr.
Target:

dose limit
Seeks to ensure a lifetime fatal
cancer risk to an individual of
one chance in a million

CURRENT NRC LICENSEES (EPA Figures):

Maximum Individual Lifetime Risk = 1.6/10,000
Incidence w/n 80 km (death/yr) = 0.13 deaths/yr.

40 CFR 190:

25 mrem/yr - whole body
75 mrem/yr - any organ

Maximum individual lifetime risk of cancer = 7 in 10,000
(EPA figure)

10 CFR 20:

100 mrem limit on continuous exposure from all sources using
man made sources of radiation (other than medical)
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